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KHAOS (NEW FOR 2024) 
The Khaos is a NEW super-spectacular ride featured by Butler Amusements. The Khaos is mounted on 3-
semi-trailers making it one of our largest portable rides. The Khaos Lifts riders high into the air, 24 at a 
time, while the main boom swings back and forth .The base of the ride, holding six groups of seats, 
begins to spin, giving the passengers a feeling of weightlessness while they soar through the air with 
their feet swinging free! This ride creates a thrilling, unforgettable experience for its riders and provides 
a spectacular show. The Khaos has twice the capacity as our Freak Out ride. 
 
CENTURY WHEEL 
A towering tradition of Butler Amusements, the Century Wheel dominates the Midway day and night, 
offering patrons a sweeping view from a height of nearly 70 feet! Passengers are seated in separate 
gondolas and then whisked smoothly over the top and down again, reminiscent of the Ferris wheel. The 
Century Wheel is a pleasant ride for the entire family. The Century Wheel is more of a showcase than 
ever! Recently equipped with a brand-new LED lighting package, the wheel uses less energy and produces 
a magnificent light show! 
 
ZIPPER 
The Zipper has been one of the Midway’s most recognizable attractions for years, providing thrills to 
riders from teens to adults.  There’s more spinning going on with the Zipper than an out-of-control top. 
While the ‘cages’ holding two passengers each rise and descend on a tower boom, each spin 
independently and the entire boom turns, too.  Three times the action, backed by spectacular lighting 
bringing them back for more. 
 
AMERICANA MERRY GO ROUND 
For decades, audiences have been awed by the beautifully handcrafted majesty of the carousel. To 
witness The Americana Merry Go Round is to see this piece of Americana in all its glory. This 30-foot 
Americana Themed Carousel features jumping horses, and 2 chariots. Parents and children create 
memories while they enjoy the sights and sounds of this beautiful ride together! 

TYPHOON 
You won’t have to brave a storm to experience the wind and thrills on the Typhoon. See the fair in a blur 
as the fabulous Typhoon takes you on a fast, up-down-around slopes that have you travel faster and 
faster, then backward too.   
 
AREA 51 
The lights and excitement of the midway literally become a blur as Area 51 sweeps you off your feet. 
Spinning at 24 RPM, The Area 51 uses centrifugal force to float the passengers off the floor, giving them 
the feeling of weightlessness. All aboard this 45-person capacity Area 51 for one wild ride.  



 
 
 
SHAKE UP 
The Shake Up is one of the most exciting rides on the midway. Made in England it stands 45 feet high and 
has 6-4 passenger seats. Passengers sit in one of four on the outside edge of the ride. As the Shake Up 
begins to rise six sets of seats begin to spin. Up, down, and around passengers’ thrill to the sight and feel 
of Shake Up. 

 
T-REX 
The R-REX has a familiar look of the classic scrambler, but with an extra special kick that multiplies the fun 
and excitement. Four arms are connected to seats in pods of three. Each pod of seats spins 
counterclockwise while the entire arm turns counterclockwise giving riders the feeling of being in the 
center of a crazy vortex. The T-REX has 18 seats each holding 2 adults per seat. 
 
YO-YO 
Passengers take their seats and then slowly rise into the air and they’re off on a variation of the swing, 
called the Yo-Yo. As it turns the top leans, giving riders the thrill of ‘flying’! A family ride for youngsters, 
teens, and adults. 
 
CLIFF HANGER 
Setting another precedent in the outdoor amusement industry, Butler Amusements was the first to 
premier the exciting Cliff Hanger, an unusual amusement ride where, instead of sitting, passengers lie 
horizontally within the frame of colorful gliders. After riders are buckled in, the ride begins to turn and 
then rises in the air for a thrilling, soaring sensation before gently gliding back to “Earth”. 
 
VIPER 
Another recent spectacular ride that Butler Amusements will be bringing to the midway this year. A 
colossal ride with a brilliant green snake theme will take riders on a whirlwind journey. The large arm 
across the entire top of the ride tilts and spins. At each end of the giant arm are two clusters holding two-
part seating which spin independently as well. The open-air design allows riders to experience spectacular 
twirling views . The Viper seats 24 passengers and uses state of the art shoulder bars. 
 
ROCK STAR 
Our rockin’ themed ride will light up the midway to the delight of fairgoers. The Rock Star is a platform ride 
with two-tiered stadium style seating the moves up and over in a circular fashion as riders leave their 
stomach behind. 
 
TEA CUPS 
This family ride has a beautifully detailed teapot centerpiece and six teacups with four seats each for a 
total capacity of 24. Fiberglass vehicles are installed on a rotating platform. Each car is equipped with a 
steering wheel that controls the speed of its individual rotation. The Teacup is a hit amongst riders of 
all ages. 



 
 
LOLLI SWINGS 
Enjoy all the fun of the sweet colors and savory sensation of a lollipop without the calories and sugar! This 
brightly colored ride has 16 swings decorated with large swirl lollipops and lights. The centerpiece is a 
large clown complete with a red nose and floppy shoes.  

CAKE-WALK FUNHOUSE 
The Cake Walk Funhouse takes riders through a silly bakery adventure. This crazy funhouse is a thrilling 
trip through a maze of unusual sights and sounds! Inside and out, the Cake Walk is filled with tricks and 
adventures, complete with music, lights, and picturesque scenery!  
 
JUNGLE 
The Jungle is an interac�ve, two-story jungle gym for children measuring 36”-48” inches. It includes a 
cargo net to climb, obstacle punching bags and a 15-foot slide. 

WACKY WORM COASTER 
The Wacky Worm coaster is designed for the whole family. This two-level family roller coaster is a great 
way for the entire family to enjoy the carnival. This brightly painted worm, surrounded by flower cup 
lights, is a charming addition to the Midway.   
 
TULSA 
Perfect for the first-time rider. Named after The Tulsa Vette Set, a corvette enthusiast club. These mini 
corvettes travel in a circle while jumping mini ramps, all while shaded by a giant umbrella 
 
SLIDE 
No playground would ever be complete without a slide! Kids of any age enjoy the thrill of this giant slide 
as they sail down the undulating path.  Passengers climb a stairway, higher and higher to the top of the 
slide and then laugh and squeal with delight as they sail to the bottom. 

 
 
 
 
 
 


